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Dual Motor Vacuums CV38 & CV48 
 
Optimum power through increased rpms and 
brush speeds, tackling the most challenging 
cleaning environments. Individual vacuum and 
brush roll motors increase soil recovery, prolong 
brush-motor life, and improve carpet appearance 
and longevity. In addition, these units offer 
ergonomic operator comfort and whisper quiet 
operation and are perfect for noise-sensitive 
facilities such as hotels, schools and libraries. 
 
Product # 91415 15” TN1415 
Product # 91419 19” TN1419 

 

 

Single Motor Vacuums CV30 & CV38 
 
A lightweight handle, brush-assisted movement, 
on-board tools, quiet operation, and true HEPA 
(not an add-on, but part of the design) make the 
Tornado® CV 30 and CV 38 the choice of 
cleaning professionals. 

 
Product # 91451 15” TN1451 
Product # 91449 12” TN1449 
 

 

Multi-Purpose Floor Cleaning 
Machine  BR 13/1 

 
Cylindrical brush technology uses 30% less water, 
delivering low-moisture cleaning design and deep 
scrubbing through concentrated brush speeds of 
650 RPMs — over three times higher than the 
speed of comparable rotary brush automatic 
scrubbers. Cylindrical brushes provide 4-6 times 
more contact pressure than rotary brush 
scrubbing, handling any flat floor surface with 
ease, as well as structured surfaces such as 
quarry tile, paver bricks, and raised rubber disc 
flooring. 
 
Product 99410  DE9410 
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BD 14/4 Scrubber 

 
Designed to scrub hard-to-clean areas where a 
traditional mop and bucket are used, the new, 
eco-friendly BD 14/4 battery operated scrubber 
from Tornado® is compact, powerful, versatile 
and perfect for small or confined spaces. Cleaning 
approximately 11,300 square feet in an hour, your 
small and congested spaces are clean, dry, 
healthy and safe in no time. 
 
Product 99414  DE9414 
 

BR 18/11 scrubber 
 
Tornado's cylindrical brush units are designed for 
environmental sustainability - conserve natural 
resources including water, solution and source 
materials, and also operate at a whisper-quiet 67 
dB.  Perfect for use in noise-sensitive facilities 
such as hospitals, schools, libraries, restaurants, 
retail shops, and more.Delivers low moisture deep 
scrubbing through concentrated brush speeds of 
1300 RPM — over six times higher than the 
speed of comparable rotary brush automatic 
scrubbers. Cylindrical brushes also provide 4-6 
times more contact pressure than rotary brush 
scrubbing, handling any flat floor surface with 
ease, as well as structured surfaces such as 
quarry tile, paver bricks, and raised rubber disc 
flooring. 
 
Product 99685  DE9685 
 

 

 
Windshear™ SD 3500 Safety Dryer 
 
The possibilities are endless with Tornado’s® SD 
3500. With three different speed settings and 
operating positions, you can determine the correct 
air flow and velocity for maximum performance. 
Use the Windshear™ SD 3500 to dry carpets, 
rugs, padding, subfloors, cabinets, paint, closets, 
baseboards, attics, furniture, draperies, or just 
about anything you need to dry. 
 
Product 98776 DE8776 

 


